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Filling and emptying kinetics of carbon nanotubes in water
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The kinetics of water filling and emptying the interior channel of carbon nanotubes is studied by
molecular dynamics simulations. Filling and emptying occur predominantly by sequential addition
of water to or removal from a single-file chain inside the nanotube. Advancing and receding water
chains are orientationally ordered. This precludes simultaneous filling from both tube ends, and
forces chain rupturing to occur at the tube end where a water molecule donates a hydrogen bond to
the bulk fluid. We use transition path concepts and a Bayesian approach to identify a transition state
ensemble that we characterize by its commitment probability distribution. At the transition state, the
tube is filled with all but one water molecule. Filling thermodynamics and kinetics depend
sensitively on the strength of the attractive nanotube–water interactions. This sensitivity increases
with the length of the tubes. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1519861#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of water with carbon nanotubes1,2 has
been probed by experiment3–5 and simulation.6–12 In recent
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations,12 we observed tha
water penetrated into the narrow interior channel of a car
nanotube. A small perturbation of the interactions betwe
water and the nanotube wall had a large effect on the fill
behavior. Reducing the well-depth of the carbon–wa
Lennard-Jones interactions from about 0.11 kcal/mol
0.065 kcal/mol resulted in a tube that fluctuated betwe
empty and filled states, in which an ordered chain
hydrogen-bonded water molecules spans the nanotube c
nel. A free energy barrier of about 4kBT separates the filled
from the empty state. The lifetimes of filled and empty sta
are exponentially distributed, and equilibrium and kine
free energy differences agree. This two-state like behavio
remarkable, considering the small volume of the nanot
channel, filled by only five water molecules. Transient fillin
and emptying has been observed similarly in simulations
nonpolar pores in membranes.13

Here, we study in detail the mechanism of the empty
and filling transition. In particular, we identify a transitio
state ensemble for this reaction, and test it by determining
commitment probability distribution.14–16 For a tube favor-
ing the empty state, the location of the transition state
close to the fully filled state, which has implications on t
length dependence of both the kinetics and equilibrium
filling and emptying. We explore this by comparing simul
tion results for nanotubes of different length. In a series
nonequilibrium simulations, we show that filling and empt
ing occur rapidly for both short and long tubes, on subna
second time scales, following small perturbations of

a!Electronic mail: rasaiah@maine.edu
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carbon–water interactions. This result has implications
the role of nonpolar channels in biological systems, and
using polarity changes to drive filling and emptying tran
tions in nanotube devices.12,13,17

II. TRANSITION STATE ENSEMBLE

In the MD simulation of the carbon nanotube with mod
fied carbon–water interactions, i.e., reduced attraction12 ~see
Table I!, a ~6,6! ‘‘armchair’’-type tube of aboutL513.5 Å
length and 8.1 Å diam~carbon-to-carbon! was surrounded by
a bath of about 1000 water molecules. The system was p
odically replicated. Electrostatics was treated with partic
mesh Ewald summation,18 as implemented in theAMBER 6.0

program ~University of California at San Francisco!. The
simulation of Ref. 12 was extended to a total production ti
of 42 ns. During that time, we observed a total of 14 fillin
and 15 emptying transitions. To characterize the mechan
of filling and emptying, we first identify the relevant state
sampled during the simulation. We partition the length of t
nanotube into five water sites, with each site either empty~0!
or occupied~1!. From the 42 ns MD simulation, we find tha
the two most populated states correspond to the tube e
empty~00000! or completely filled~11111!. The most popu-
lated partially filled states have water molecules in a conti
ous arrangement@~10000!, ~11000!, etc.#, connected with the
bulk fluid at only one opening. Fragmented water chai
such as~01100!, are rare.

We find in addition that water molecules entering into
initially empty nanotube have a strong preference for hav
their dipoles oriented inward~hydrogens entering first!. Fig-
ure 1 shows the normalized water dipole moments projec
onto the tube axis as a function of their position along
tube axis. Results are separated forN51, 2, . . . , 5water
molecules inside the tube. We find that for a single molec
in a tube, the water dipole moments point inward prefer
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tially. With subsequent molecules entering into the tube,
orientational preference is maintained, such that the ch
grows with all dipoles pointing inward. As a consequen
the dipolar orientations of water chains entering from the t
ends simultaneously are not compatible, thus disfavoring
multaneous filling from both sides. Moreover, rupturing
an intact water chain occurs predominantly at the end w
the hydrogen bond pointing outward. In addition, the emp
ing and filling kinetics from the two sides should differ if th
tube is oriented in an external electric field.

Put together, these observations imply that~1! filling can
be initiated from either side of the tube, and then progres
from the same side, with the possible exception of the
water molecule completing the single-file chain;~2! empty-
ing of a completely filled tube starts from the side with t
hydrogen bond pointing outward; and~3! filling/emptying
proceed by adding/subtracting water molecules to/from
chain. The number of water molecules in the contiguo
chain should thus be a good reaction coordinate for
filling/emptying process.

From the probabilitiespN of the states~00000!, ~10000!
and ~00001!, ~11000!, and ~00011!, etc., with N50, 1, 2,
. . . , water molecules in a contiguous chain, we obtain a f
energy profile,GN52kBT ln pN , along the presumed reac

FIG. 1. Normalized dipole of water molecules inside the tube projected o
the tube axis as a function of the positionz of the water oxygen atom along
the tube axis. Each point corresponds to one water molecule in a s
configuration. The results are separated forN51 – 5 water molecules inside
the tube~top to bottom!.

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones parameters of the unmodified~Refs. 12, 22! and
modified ~Ref. 12! carbon–water interactions.

eCO ~kcal/mol! sCO ~Å!

unmodified 0.114 33 3.275 2
modified 0.064 61 3.413 8
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tion coordinate~Fig. 2!. This free energy profile is peake
between the states withN53 @~11100! and ~00111!# and N
54 @~11110! and~01111!# contiguous water molecules at on
side and a gap of a single water molecule at the other sid
the tube. These states are thus candidates for a trans
state ensemble.

To explore this hypothesis, we first analyze the equil
rium MD simulation of filling and emptying.12 We monitor
the filling states visited along the MD trajectory, and det
mine the probability that a given state subsequently fi
reaches the completely filled state~11111!, or the completely
empty state~00000!. The probability of reaching the com
pletely filled state first, starting from~11110! or ~01111!, is
found to be 88%. Starting from a stateN53, i.e., ~11100!
and~00111!, the probability of reaching the completely fille
state first is 33%. This suggests that the transition state
semble, defined as the configurations with 50% probability
become filled first when propagated with initial velocitie
from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, is contained with
the union of the states withN53 andN54. We thus intro-
duce a continuous coordinate that connects these two st
This coordinate is chosen as the axial position of the wa
molecule within the tube and closest to the opening. M
precisely, we determine the one-dimensional distancez of
that water molecule from the center of the nanotube, m
sured along the nanotube axis.

To select candidate transition states, we use a Baye
analysis.19 Consider a system with a phase or configurat
space in which two nonoverlapping regionsA and B have
been defined. Trajectories for this system occasionally c
nect the two regionsA andB. In the framework of transition
path sampling,20 the segment of such a trajectory connecti
the two regions is called a transition path~TP!. At equilib-
rium, pointsx in phase or configuration space have a pro
ability density peq(x); in the ensemble of transition path
that probability density isp(xuTP) which is different from
peq(x). For a memberx of the transition state ensemble, w
expect that the probability of being in a transition path, giv

to

ed

FIG. 2. Free energiesGN /kBT52 ln pN of states withN contiguous water
molecules filling the short tube with modified carbon–water interactio
The probabilitiespN were calculated from a 42-ns equilibrium MD simula
tion of a nanotube with modified carbon–water interactions in water. Pr
abilitiespN for symmetric states~e.g., 10000 and 00001! are added together
The cartoon insets indicate the empty state~left!, the ‘‘transition state’’ with
three molecules completely inside the tube and the fourth one just ente
~center!, and the filled state with five molecules inside~right!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10791J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 23, 15 December 2002 Filling and emptying kinetics of carbon nanotubes in water
that the system is inx, assumes a maximum. From the re
tion between conditional probabilities, we obtain the unn
malized probability of being in a transition path, given th
the system is inx,

p~TPux![
p~xuTP!

peq~x!
. ~1!

This expression allows us to estimate a transition state
semble from an equilibrium simulation, as long as we ha
sufficiently frequent crossings betweenA and B, by finding
the maxima ofp(TPux) with respect tox. If equilibrium
sampling is inadequate, one could combine umbrella s
pling ~for the denominator! with transition path sampling20

~for the numerator!. Here, we use 29 crossing events betwe
the empty and filled states to estimate the location of
‘‘transition state’’ for filling and emptying. We first select a
states~11110! and~01111! that are located along a transitio
path between the empty and filled state,~00000! and~11111!.
We also construct the ensemble of~11110! and~01111! states
from the complete equilibrium trajectory. For both the eq
librium and transition path ensembles, we determine the
tributions of positionsz of the outermost water molecule
peq(z) andp(zuTP), with 4.3,z,6.7 Å 5L/2. The ratio of
the two distributions,p(TPuz) in Eq. ~1!, is shown in Fig. 3.
We find a maximum nearz56 Å, with z measured from the
center of the nanotube of length 13.5 Å. Instead of plac
the transition state at exactly that value, we assume in
following that all states withN54 andz>6 Å form a tran-
sition state ensemble. We note that any filling or empty
transition necessarily crosses through this transition state
semble.

Transition states can be defined through commitm
probabilities.14–16 The transition state ensemble consists
structures that have a 50% probability of reaching the fil
state first when starting from that configuration with velo
ties randomly chosen from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distrib
tion. To test our ‘‘transition state ensemble,’’ we random
picked ten structures from the 42-ns equilibrium trajecto

FIG. 3. Bayesian analysis to determine a transition state ensemble
filling/emptying of the tube with modified carbon–water parameters. Sho
is p(zuTP)/peq(z)[p(TPuz), wherez is the axial coordinate~measured with
respect to the center of the nanotube! of the water molecule closest to th
exit in a tube filled with four water molecules.
Downloaded 17 Jul 2004 to 130.111.64.68. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that satisfied the criteriaN54 andz>6 Å. For each of those
ten structures, we then prepared 50 initial phase points
randomly assigning velocities according to a Maxwel
Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. The resulting 500 pha
points were propagated in time by MD until the tube eith
filled up completely, or emptied completely. For each of t
ten structures, the fractionp of times it reached the filled
state first was determined. The smallestp was 0.38, the larg-
est 0.62. The mean and variance of thep values were 0.49
and 0.0084, respectively. This is close to the ideal mean
0.5. The variance is only somewhat larger than expec
from a binomial distribution,p(12p)/n50.005, forn550
repetitions andp50.5. We thus conclude that the simp
conformational criteria of filling byN54 water molecules,
with the outermost water molecule at leastz56 Å away
from the center of the tube, leads to a transition state
semble with a narrow commitment probability distributio
centered at 50%~Fig. 4!.

Instead of the combination of number and position
water molecules, we could have used the positionz of the
water molecule at the tip of the water chain as a single c

for
n

FIG. 4. Distribution of commitment probabilitiespfill for the transition state
ensemble. The shaded histogram shows the commitment probability d
bution from MD simulations of the tube with modified carbon–water int
actions. As a reference, the solid line shows the expected binomial varia
for an ideal commitment distribution, with all conformations assumed
have exactlypfill 50.5.

FIG. 5. Free energyG(z) ~solid line; left scale! and conditional probability
p(TPuz) ~dashed line; right scale! for the positionz of the water molecule at
the tip of the water chain~relative to the opening at which the water chain
connected to the bulk fluid!. The bottom panel shows the distributions ofz
for N51 – 5 water molecules filling the tube.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tinuous reaction coordinate. Here, we prefer the ‘‘chem
cally’’ more intuitive occupancy number overz. Figure 5
shows the free energy surface andp(TPuz) for the tube with
modified carbon–water parameters. We find thatG(z) in-
creases approximately linearly to a barrier of about 3kBT
before dropping sharply into a minimum corresponding
the fully formed chain.
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-III. KINETICS OF FILLING AND EMPTYING

The numberN of water molecules inside the tube pro
vides a reasonable reaction coordinate. We can represen
filling and emptying process in a simple kinetic scheme
which filling occurs sequentially on two alternative pat
ways, starting from either end of the tube,
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From the lifetimes of states 00000 to11111 and thefree
energy profile shown in Fig.~2! from the 42-ns equilibrium
simulation with modified carbon parameters~Table I!, we
can estimate the rate coefficients in Eq.~2! as listed in Table
II. We find that the rate coefficients for adding water mo
ecules are similar~;0.1 ps21), and so are the rate coeffi
cients for removing water~;0.2 ps21), except for the first
and last molecules in both cases. This can be explained
ergetically. The first molecule to enter an empty tube giv
up one more hydrogen bond than subsequently entering
ecules; a molecule leaving a filled tube results in dangl
hydrogen bonds inside the tube. The kinetic scheme Eq~2!
allows us to calculate mean first passage times from the fi
to the empty state and vice versa of 190 ps and 1.8 ns
spectively. These values compare well with the correspo
ing estimates from 15 emptying and 14 filling transitions
the equilibrium MD simulation, which are 230670 ps and
2.460.7 ns, respectively.

For the tube with modified~i.e., unfavorable! carbon–
water interactions, the transition state for filling and emp
ing is located very close to the filled state. Even with the tu
already filled with all but one water molecule, there rema
a 50% chance of it being completely emptied instead
filled. For the modified tube that exhibits emptying and fi
ing in the MD simulations,12 the free energy alongN in-
creases close to linearly with the number of molecules
tween N51 and N53. Thus, adding the second or thir
water molecule to a pre-existing chain costs roughly
same free energy, which drops significantly only once
chain is completed with the fifth water molecule.

TABLE II. Reciprocals of rate coefficients~in units of ps! in the kinetic
scheme Eq.~2!, as determined from a 42-ns equilibrium MD simulation b
using lifetimes and free energy differences.

i

0 1 2 3 4

1/ki ,i 11 57 11 17 5 7.5
1/ki 11,i 3.8 4.5 9.7 5 42.6
n-
s
ol-
g

d
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d-

-
e
s
f
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e
e

IV. NANOTUBE LENGTH DEPENDENCE OF FILLING
AND EMPTYING

Under conditions where filling is unfavorable, we expe
that the filling kinetics slows down as the length increas
while the emptying kinetics should not be affected sign
cantly. To explore the length dependence, we perform M
simulations at constant pressure~1 bar! and temperature~300
K! for a tube with the modified carbon parameters~Table I!
and twice the length. A~6,6!-type tube of about 27 Å length
is solvated by 4145 water molecules, resulting in a box s
of about 51 Å. Details of the simulations are as in Ref. 1
We find that for the long tube, lifetimes of the filled state a
indeed comparable to those of the short tube. This is sho
in Fig. 6, where we compare the cumulative distributions
the lifetimes of the filled state from equilibrium simulation
of the short tube,12 and nonequilibrium simulations of bot
the short and the long tube. In the nonequilibrium simu
tions, the carbon–water potential is switched between
unmodified and modified parameters. With the unmodifi
parameters favoring the filled state, the simulations are c
tinued until the tube is filled. After the tube has been fill
for a few tens of picoseconds, the potential is switched to
modified form that favors the empty state. The simulatio
are continued until emptying occurs, and after a few tens
picoseconds, the original carbon–water parameters are
again~see Fig. 7!. The lifetime is defined as the time from
switching parameters to the last filled~modified parameters!
or empty state~unmodified parameters! before a transition,
and does not include the time of the transition itself. T
average lifetimes of the filled state are 230670 ps ~short
tube; 14 lifetimes from equilibrium MD!, 190640 ps~short
tube; 20 lifetimes from nonequilibrium MD!; and 240680 ps
~long tube; 15 lifetimes from nonequilibrium MD!, in agree-
ment within the combined statistical errors of one estima
standard deviation. We also calculated the mean time of
transitions between the last filled and first completely em
states as 2764 ps ~15 transitions from equilibrium MD!;
2865 ps ~short tube; 20 transitions from nonequilibrium
MD!; 91610 ps~long tube; 15 transitions from nonequilib
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rium MD!. As expected, the transition time~i.e., the time to
empty the tube after the transition was initiated! is signifi-
cantly longer for the long tube.

V. SENSITIVITY TO WATER–NANOTUBE
INTERACTION PARAMETERS

To explore the remarkable sensitivity of filling with re
spect to the water–nanotube attractive interactions, we u
carbon–water Lennard-Jones potentialu(r ;l)54e@(s/r )12

2l(s/r )6#, tunable by varying a control parameterl. This
potential is conformal21 with another Lennard-Jones pote
tial with new parameters,e85el2 and s85s/l1/6. The
Lennard-Jones parameters of the unmodifiedsp2 carbon–
water interactions22 are e50.114 333 kcal/mol ands
53.275 21 Å. Then,l50.752 corresponds approximately
the modified interactions,12 for which the short nanotube wa
found to fluctuate between empty and filled states. Result
equilibrium simulations of the long nanotube in water a
shown in Fig. 8 for differentl values, starting from a filled
state~Table III!. An 11-ns equilibrium MD trajectory forl

FIG. 6. Cumulative distributions of the lifetimes of the filled state for t
nanotube with modified carbon–water interactions. Results are shown
equilibrium ~solid line! and nonequilibrium simulations of the short tub
~long-dashed line!, and for nonequilibrium simulations of the long tub
~short-dashed line!. In the nonequilibrium simulations, the carbon–wat
potential is switched from unmodified to modified parameters~Table I! at
time zero, with the tube filled. The dotted line shows an exponential di
bution with a mean time of 0.2 ns.

FIG. 7. Number of water molecules inside the long tube (L'27 Å! in
nonequilibrium simulations. At times marked by arrows, the carbon–w
potential is switched between parameters favoring the filled and em
states, respectively~Ref. 12!.
Downloaded 17 Jul 2004 to 130.111.64.68. Redistribution subject to AIP
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50.75 shows a mostly empty tube that is briefly filled b
N59 water molecules, without ever reaching a complet
filled state (N510). For a slightly more attractive potentia
with l50.785, emptying and filling occur at equilibrium
with seven emptying and six filling events during a 13-
MD simulation. Forl51 ~i.e., unmodified carbon–water in
teractions!, the tube remains filled continuously for over
ns.

Figure 9 shows the free energy profiles for filling of th
long nanotube. Free energiesGN /kBT52 ln PN are shown
as a function ofN for l50.75 ~mostly empty tube!, l
50.785 ~half-filled/half-empty!, and l51 ~mostly filled!,
where PN is the probability of observing exactlyN water
molecules inside the tube. We find that forl50.75 and
0.785, the free energies depend linearly onN between the
empty and filled state (1<N<8), but with different slope.
For l51, the tube remains filled and the occupancy fluctu
tions are small, with 9<N<12. However, the 66-ns simula
tion for the unmodified short tube also showed a linear
pendence ofGN on N @Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 12 for 2<N<5].
The slope ofGN versusN depends linearly onl, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 9, and expected from first-order perturbat
theory.

We can now address the mechanism and thermodyn
ics of filling of long and narrow tubes. In a simplified mode
filling occurs from either one or the other end through
contiguous chain of water molecules connected with the b
fluid, and the free energy is linear with respect to the num
N of water molecules inside the tube for 1<N,M whereM
is the number of water sites inside the filled tube. Only t
first and last water molecule to enter have different free

or

i-

r
ty

FIG. 8. Number of water molecules inside the long tube (L'27 Å! in
equilibrium simulations forl51 ~top!, 0.785~middle!, and 0.75~bottom!
scaling the attractive carbon–water van der Waals interactions.

TABLE III. Lennard-Jones parameters of thel-dependent carbon–wate
interactions.

l eCO8 ~kcal/mol! sCO8 ~Å!

1.000 0.114 33 3.275 2
0.785 0.070 45 3.410 1
0.752 0.064 66 3.434 5
0.750 0.064 31 3.436 1
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ergies. The resulting free energy profile of statesN50
~000•••0!, N51 @~100•••0! and ~000•••01!#, etc., is given ap-
proximately by

GN'H 0 for N50

DG01~N21!DG for 1<N,M

GM211DG1 for N5M .

~3!

A free energy changeDG0 is associated with the first wate
molecule entering into an initially empty tube. Subsequen
entering water molecules form hydrogen bonds with th
already inside, resulting in a free energy change ofDG. The
last water molecule to enter (N5M ) completes the wate
wire, resulting in a free energy change ofDG1 . Each of the
three parameters,DG, DG0 , and DG1 will depend on the
strength of nanotube–water interactions~measured, e.g., by
the parameterl) and solvent conditions~such as tempera
ture, pressure, and osmolality!. With DG0'2DG1 , we find
that GM'(M22)DG. The fraction of filled tubes is then
given approximately by 1/$11exp@(M22)DG/kBT)#%.
Therefore, if DG,0 ~as for l51 with DG'23.6 kBT),
long tubes will be mostly filled; ifDG.0 ~as for l50.75
with DG'0.6 kBT), long tubes will be mostly empty eve
though shorter tubes may be filled.DG is proportional tol,
as shown in Fig. 9, andDG'0 for l50.758. For longer
tubes @M'L/(2.55 Å)#, the transition between empty an
filled tubes becomes increasingly sharp with respect to
parameterl controlling the strength of the attractive water
nanotube interactions~Fig. 10!. However, chain fragmenta
tion not considered in the model Eq.~3! also becomes more
likely as the tube length increases.

With modified carbon–water parameters (l50.752) fa-
voring the empty state, we found that the lifetimes of t
filled state are approximately the same for long and sh
tubes. The kinetics of filling, however, differs substantia
between the short and long tubes if the empty state is
vored. From the above analysis, we expect the lifetime of

FIG. 9. Free energy profiles for filling of the long nanotube. Free ener
GN /kBT52 ln PN are shown as a function ofN for l50.75, 0.785, and 1.
PN is the probability of observing exactlyN water molecules inside the tube
The inset shows the slope of the free energy profiles for filling of the lo
nanotube with respect toN as a function ofl. For l51, the slope was
determined for the short tube@Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 12#, consistent with the
difference in free energies forN59 and 10 for the long tube.
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empty state to be substantially longer for the long tube w
modified carbon parameters because the free energy ba
between the empty and filled states grows linearly with
length of the tube. Indeed, once emptied the long tube d
not fill completely within 10 ns of equilibrium simulation
@bottom panel in Fig. 8#. This is consistent with the model o
the length dependence of filling, withDG'0.6 kBT.0 re-
sulting in a high barrier for filling of the long tube~Fig. 9!.

The model Eq.~3! suggests that efficient filling and emp
tying of the long nanotube at equilibrium requires favorab
carbon–water interactions. Indeed, by cycling between
modified and unmodified carbon–water interactions~Fig. 7!,
we find that both the short and the long nanotube with
modified interactions (DG'23.6 kBT,0) fill rapidly with
water. The mean lifetimes of the empty state agree wit
statistical uncertainties: 1364 ps for the short tube and 1
64 ps for the long nanotube. The cumulative distributions
lifetimes of the empty state are shown in Fig. 11. As fou
before for emptying, the transition times for filling are long
in the long tube: 3665 ps versus 11.561 ps.

These results and the free-energy model, Eq.~3!, suggest
that the ‘‘transition state’’ for filling and emptying is close t
the empty state for tubes that are preferentially filled (DG
,0), as with an unmodified interaction, and close to t
filled state for tubes that are preferentially empty (DG
.0), as with modified interactions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the filling and emptying transitions of ca
bon nanotubes in water follow a remarkably simple kineti
Because of the one-dimensional arrangement of water m
ecules, filling and emptying occur by sequentially addi
~removing! water molecules to~from! a hydrogen-bonded
chain. For a preferentially empty tube (DG.0), a transition
state ensemble between the empty and completely filled
could be defined with a simple geometric criterion, with t
tube filled by all but one water molecule and the outerm
water molecule close to the entrance~Fig. 2!. The resulting
ensemble of transition states was tested by determining
its commitment distribution was sharply peaked atp50.5

s

g

FIG. 10. Probability of having a tube filled completely as a function of t
parameterl tuning the attractive (r 26) van der Waals interactions betwee
water and nanotube carbons. Results are shown for the simplified mode
~3! with DGM'(M22)DG andDG linear in l for tubes withM55, 10,
and 100 water sites (L'13, 26, and 260 Å!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~i.e., with velocities drawn randomly from a Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution, each conformation of the ensem
has equal probabilities of;50% to fill or empty first!. The
time dependence of filling and emptying follows a simp
kinetic scheme, Eq.~2!. The rate coefficients for adding wa
ter molecules are similar, and so are the rate coefficients
removing water~except for the first and last molecules
both cases!, corresponding to an almost linear free ener
profile between the empty and filled state. This and the lo
tion of the transition states close to the filled state~for a
preferentially empty tube! have implications on the lengt
dependence of filling. Under conditions in which adding
water molecule to a preexisting but incomplete chain is
favorable~i.e., the free energy increases as molecules e
into the tube!, we expect the rate of filling to decrease wi
tube length, while the rate of emptying depends only wea
on length. This is supported by equilibrium and nonequil
rium MD simulations. The thermodynamics and kinetics
filling and emptying, and of the water transport throu
nanotubes, has also been analyzed by Maibaum
Chandler23 using a coarse-grained Ising-type, highlightin
the role of density fluctuations.

Normally, single-file dynamics is complicated by th
many-body correlations between particles confined to mo
along a line. Here, however, those correlations, due to
tight hydrogen-bond interactions, are strong enough
greatly simplify the theoretical description. As in an earl

FIG. 11. Cumulative distributions of the lifetimes of the empty state for
nanotube with unmodified carbon–water interactions. Results are show
nonequilibrium simulations of the short~solid line! and long tube~long-
dashed line!. In the nonequilibrium simulations, the carbon–water poten
is switched from modified to unmodified parameters at time zero, with
tube empty. The dotted line shows an exponential distribution with a m
time of 15 ps.
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analysis of the transport of water through nanotubes,24 we
only need to consider a linear sequence of states, and
dynamics can be described accurately by a kinetic mode
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